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Art and Creative Placemaking in Singapore

Creative placemaking is a process where different sectors of society (state, arts organisation and community) collaborate in cultural activities that deepen their relations with each other and also the place in which they operate and live in. As a panacea to the woes of poorly planned spaces and apathetic people, it is supposed to address social exclusion and generate feelings of belonging even as the environment is artfully and culturally enhanced. Adopting a creative placemaking framework, this presentation considers the phenomenon of Void Deck Galleries (VDG) in Singapore. With more spaces in public housing environments given over to art in Singapore, it explores the relationships between the state, an arts organisations and local communities that have formed around the VDGs, along with the missed opportunities and looming challenges in urban placemaking. Data from three void decks reveal a pro-active stance by the state, the coordinating function of the arts organisation, and the enthusiastic although largely passive role that local communities bring to bear on the painted walls of Singapore.
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3. He has been a research consultant to Ministry of Education on several occasions and also to several corporations and associations. His most notable consultancy work was with the MoE, 2012-2014, with a grant of RM6.9 million, doing a major research project on teacher employment and services policy.
4. He has written more than twenty books, among the notable ones are:
   - Pendidikan di Malaysia (1996);
   - Dasar Modal Insan: Dasar 60:40 Dalam Sains & Teknologi
   - Demokrasi Pendidikan: Dilema Sekolah Kecil dan Sekolah Berpusat (2013);
   - University Governance: Trends and Models (2012);
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3. Mohamed Sarrab, Ph.D

Communication and Information Research Center, Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman
Human Behavior Consideration in Mobile Learning Development and Adoption

The growth of (smart) mobile devices usage, increased acceptance of E-learning, the availability of high reliability mobile networks and need for flexibility in learning have resulted in the growth of mobile learning (M-learning). This has led to a tremendous interest in the acceptance behaviors related to M-learning users among the information systems researchers. The last decade has seen emergence of a new economy called Knowledge Economy, a fusion of globalization and Information and Communication Technology (ICT). M-learning provides a new learning channel in which learners can access content and just in time information as required irrespective of the time and location. Even though M-learning is fast evolving in many different societies, research addressing the driving factors of M-learning development and adoption is in short supply.

Educationally advanced countries such as South Korea, USA, Japan, Singapore, European Union and Australia are using mobile devices in the educational sectors. These countries have been found promoting M-Learning as a matter of national policies. They have accommodated E-Learning and M-Learning in their traditional learning systems. However most of the other countries are still out of race and facing number of challenges in M-Learning adoption.

This talk focuses on the driving factors as human behavior consideration in mobile learning development and adoption and the society perceptions and willingness towards M-learning. Some factors of perceived innovative characteristics, such as ease of use, usefulness, enjoyment, suitability, social, and economic were found to have more influence on development and adoption of M-learning which help to facilitate and promote future research. Empirically, I draw on results from research project that investigate the development, adoption, and dissemination of M-learning. The aim of this speech is to provide such insights based on empirical study and to raise adequate inquiries for debate and research.
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His research interests are in areas of Computer Security, Software Engineering, E-learning, Mobile learning (M-learning) and Mobile Cloud Computing. He is also interesting in mobile application security, in particular Access Control and Policy-Based System Management, Runtime Verification and Information Flow Control, viz. Software Systems where security requirements are managed using loosely coupled components that enforce high-level security requirements. He believed that any such system must be based on a sound and formal footing to provide the level of assurance needed in critical applications, whilst remaining practical and usable.
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Subjective well-being on javanese peoples that practice pesugihan: An indigenous psychology

Nanum Sofia
Department of Psychology, Islamic University of Indonesia, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this study is to discover the psychological dynamics of people that practice pesugihan as well as how they put meaning to this practice. Data exploration is carried out by investigating the basic motivations, both intrinsic and extrinsic, of pesugihan practices. Feelings of the subjects when they practice the lelaku, including prayers, bathing in the sendang, meditation, ascetic practices (tirakat), and fasting are also investigated. It was an indigenous psychology. This study uses a psycho-ethnographic method, an ethnographic method used to explore various psychological aspects. Four informers were involved in this study, consisting of one main informer, and three supporting informants for complementary data. Selection of the informers were conducted through purposive sampling. Data exploration was conducted by using in-depth interviews, non-participant observation, and field notes. Study validity was achieved through data triangulation methods, which involves a check and re-check of findings, by comparing them with various sources, methods and theories. The results of the study demonstrate that subjective well being was present among subjects that practice pesugihan in the Mataram Kings’ tomb. Mrs. Tiyem had higher subjective well being compared to the other informers, followed by Mr. Suta, Mr. Ino, and Mr. Rama. The concepts of subjective well being based on the informers’ perspectives, were obtained in the study, including nrimo ing pandum, money’s not everything, live harmoniously and happily, and everything becomes easier. The final result of the study raises the understanding that subects who practice pesugihan are local beliefs that bring positive effects resulting in calm souls, purified souls, feelings of comfort, healthy body, bright appearance, clear thoughts, and worried thoughts become calmer. Moreover pesugihan practices may function as coping mechanisms for informers in dealing with their lives. In other words pesugihan may be viewed as a way to survive in running their lives.

Keywords: subjective well being, pesugihan, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation

1 INTRODUCTION

From the first, Indonesia has a diverse culture. One of the distinctive culture that are not found in other parts of the world that is salable pesugihan. Pesugihan behavior is a form of mystical ritual in making money and part of shamanic plural paktek do some communities in Indonesia. Pesugihan not a new thing in Indonesia. Since the republic was born, the world ‘occult’ which surrounds mystical rituals including pesugihan already there. People still believe pesugihan as it is considered sufficiently relevant and could be an alternative. In Indonesia, the practice of shamanism has its roots firmly in the nation's history. This practice can be found in any society that is not related to the situation ketradisionalan and modernity, also can not be called as the crust culture of a society backward (Alhumami, 2009).
blessing is a euphemistic term used to refine the concept pesugihan considered very lead to idolatry. Confidence in the mystical not only in Indonesia. When the global economic crisis hit most of the countries in the world, the situation may lead people to do certain rituals. In Asia, temples, churches and mosques in Taiwan and Thailand more crowded with visitors than when the economy is fine. They prayed to seek peace through religion. Analysts say religion is a good refuge for people who are suffering because of the economic crisis. However, in addition to returning to religion, some are looking for a supernatural power (Kompas, 2009).

In fact, the material (the economy) is able to provide a sense of security and satisfaction, as evidenced by the many actors pesugihan. This is because the wealth capable of providing economic security (economic security). Several studies have shown that the material is able to provide a sense of security and satisfaction that affect welfare. Among these is Headey and Wooden (2005), which measures the level of wealth with life satisfaction; Fuentes and Rojas (2001) measure of income (income) that affect the well-being and happiness. This means that income and wealth is one source convenience of being able to meet the standards of living above the national average which is substantially implications for the ability of subsistence or happiness (Headey & Wooden, 2004).

In relation to the search of tranquility and peace for people who are plagued by economic problems, researchers sought to focus the object of study of lelaku pesugihan in place that ensure that there is peace, that tomb. In the literature, the concept has not been defined scientifically pesugihan. This is due to the lack of research on pesugihan. The concept is adjacent to pesugihan is the occult. Occult, in the Big Indonesian Dictionary Second Edition (Department of Education, 1995) is defined as a shamanic activity in ways that are very confidential and does not make sense, but it is believed by many people. Things that do not make sense (illogical and irrational) and is associated with the occult called mystical.

Pesugihan in this context is a part of the occult (klenis) because it involves aspects of mystique (mystic) and saturated with magic powers (magic), and connected with a belief in things that are irrational, for example talisman. Trace of the original saying, pesugihan derived from the wealthy (in Java) which means rich. However, the concept cannot be defined pesugihan letterlijk (leterlek) which means "wealth" because pesugihan related to the behavior of individuals in search of wealth. However, the wealth-seeking behavior is not done fairly, but through mystical lelaku by individuals to earn money involving ritual mystical and shamanic paktek.

One study on pesugihan conducted by Purwantari (2007) which examines lelaku pesugihan Jimb ung Bulus, in Klaten, Central Java, through the study of folklore, and more exploring lelaku pesugihan and myths contained therein. In contrast to the focus of a study conducted Purwantari (2007), research on pesugihan here deliberately emphasize the psychological aspects of experienced actors while running the pesugihan lelaku. For that reason, this study is deliberately taking pesugihan objects in the tombs of the kings of Mataram, a shrine or a mystical place that ensures that there is peace and tranquility.

In addition, this tomb is the tomb of the sacred because it buried the kings that ever reigned Mataram Kingdom's most famous and well-known in his time. Mataram Kingdom and its kings, some communities treating it, so many came to seek pesugihan in the tomb. Based on information from the caretaker of the tomb of the kings of Mataram, in the tombs of the kings of Mataram is the tomb of Panembahan Senopati, King of Mataram charismatic and famous have linuwih power, being able to see and hear something beyond the five senses. Kesohoran Panembahan Senopati that guzzling pilgrims to pray at his tomb, to all intents and purposes are manifold.

Preliminary study that researchers do in Tomb Kings of Mataram in Kotagede, obtained information that the pilgrims are generally classified into three: first, the pilgrim pure come to pray at the tomb of his ancestors, a second, a pilgrim who specifically come to perform rituals pesugihan, and the third, a pilgrim who just want to visit to see the tomb of the atmosphere, or just play. Based on information from the caretaker, many state officials who come and pray at the tomb, especially ahead of elections (elections) as well as when tangled problem. Many of the pilgrims and perpetrators pesugihan come to this tomb to find inner tranquility.

Inner impulses that are always sought after actors pesugihan in the tombs of the kings of Mataram. In addition to expecting a fortune smoothly, they also believe that by doing these rituals, the inner or their souls will always tentrem-assured (quiet). Tranquility of soul, will eventually lead to the subjective well-being (subjective well-being), which is an indication of mental health. Subjective well-being is one of the most important components of quality of life. Someone with abundant wealth and material terms fulfilled, can not be said to have a good quality of life when his life was filled with complaints, depression, and mental disorders (Boven and Gilovich, 2003). Thus, in addition to the economic motive, no other motive in the form of peace of soul into a motivator for perpetrators pesugihan to continue to carry out this ritual.

Seek wealth in ways perhaps mystical inversely proportional to the ways that rational capitalistic based with its scientific management. In this context, the perpetrator could pesugihan deemed to have lost rationality and critical awareness. In fact, the practice pesugihan more than just economic system and socio-cultural system. As part of a civilization, pesugihan
practice is also a human way her "No" (being), a form of self-existence (Purwantari, 2007). By being rich, pesugihan seekers hoping to earn social status in society.

Purwantari (2007) suggested that during this time many people feel uncomfortable and worried by this pesugihan phenomenon. Generally, pesugihan is seen as a cultural behavior and local beliefs that are not modern, superstitious (superstitious), stupid, non-eligius belief, bad logic, false science, and can not be used as a handle. Contrary to that view, the study actually wanted to raise the phenomenon pesugihan in the context of positive psychology, which emphasizes that pesugihan is "another way" that people do to survive (survival) were full of spirit and a strong ethos to achieve through lelaku that must be gone, the spirit and a strong ethos in living conditions that weight certainly can not acted in the absence of underlying internal drive. For this reason, researchers focused on this particular pesugihan on the psychological aspects of actors while undergoing lelaku mystical ignite the positive feelings that led to subjective wellbeing (subjective well-being).

In connection with these problems, this research questioned four issues, namely: (1) What is the meaning pesugihan for the culprit? (2). Are the beliefs and practices affect subjective wellbeing (subjective well-being) them? (3). How is the feeling you get when running the perpetrators pesugihan these rituals? and (4). What are the factors behind individual to perform pesugihan?

2 RESEARCH METHODS

In this study, researchers used qualitative methods, which means collecting data that is descriptive. This is consistent with Poerwandari (1998), which confirms that qualitative research to produce and process the data descriptive nature, such as the transcription of interviews, field notes, drawings, photographs, video footage. Furthermore, Arikunto (1998) strengthens the argument above, in general, is a non-descriptive study hypothesis, so the research steps do not require the hypothesis but describe what it is about a variable, symptoms or conditions. Qualitative methods can be used to express and understand something behind the phenomenon that bit was not yet known and may give details about the complex phenomenon difficult to express by quantitative methods (Strauss & Corbin, 2007).

The analysis used in this research is the analysis of ethnography, with the emphasis or focus on the study of the psychological aspects, which then researchers call "psikoetnografi". Psikoetnografi is a concept that researchers created as an expression of innovative research methods. This concept emerged as the efforts and breakthroughs in order to incorporate aspects of psychological and cultural aspects contained in pesugihan theme, and then analyzed using ethnographic methods. That is, psikoetnografi an interdisciplinary approach that examines the cultural phenomena through psychological and anthropological perspective.

It is based on the argument Fuentes and Rojas (2001) regarding the need for an interdisciplinary approach in order to uncover the factors that affect well-being. In addition, Xing (2005) also questioned the lack of innovation research methodology and the cultural differences that affect research on subjective well-being (subjective well-being). Analysis psychoethnografi that researchers do, therefore, is an effort in order to accommodate these shortcomings. In research-oriented or focused on the cultural and psychological studies, the researchers sought to understand the concept of plural pesugihan do most of the people of Indonesia, especially in Java, through the perspective of positive psychology. In other words, the method psychoethnografi sought to explore the positive aspects of the practice pesugihan and the positive effects it produces, then describing it through ethnographic study.

Ethnography, viewed literally means writing or reports of a tribe, based on field research (fieldwork) for many months or many years. Ethnographic research has a typical holistic-integrative, thick description, with qualitative analysis in order to get a native’s point of view. Ethnography is the work of describing a culture. The main objective of this activity is to "understand the viewpoint of indigenous people", his relationship with life, to get his views on his world (Spradley, 1997).

According to the Pole and Morrison (2003) ethnography has many definitions, which is now synonymous in general with a qualitative approach in social studies such as case studies, live history, participant observation, and also sometimes equated with qualitative research itself. However, the real ethnography has special characteristics, which focus on the location, event, or a particular background that the complexity of the settings, locations, and events, is more important than the trend of generalization. In addition, ethnography also has a special purpose, namely photographing the perspective of "insiders" in defining social action of behavior.

In this context, an ethnographic approach applied in order to acquire knowledge or meaning of pesugihan actors, especially regarding pesugihan world and their views on pesugihan dilakoninya.

This research was conducted at the Tomb Kings Mataram in Javanese Island. Source of data in this study is the behavior (lelaku) pesugihan, informants, and field notes (fieldnote) the results of observation. These data sources are grouped into two categories, namely primary data and secondary data. Primary data were obtained from lelaku pesugihan obtained through observation and interviews with informants. Secondary data in this study was obtained
from the court records (fieldnote) the observation of researchers.

The data collection process follows the pattern "zigzag", in which researchers went into the field looking for information, then analyze the data obtained, return to the field again to get more information, analyze data, and so on (Creswell, 2003). To obtain comprehensive data, so in this study used observation and interview intense. Observations used in this study is the observation is not involved (non-participant observation). The things that are the focus of observation, among others: a lelaku, objects such support offerings, as well as the behavior of informants in doing pesugihan behavior. The interviews were conducted with unstructured interviewing techniques (unstructured interview) on the grounds that unstructured interviewing informants can create more open and free to tell you things that wanted dug through casual conversation and not formal. In contrast, structured interviews are expected to hamper extracting data because it is likely to formally make the informants may be defensive (withdraw, or even be silent) for this study raised the sensitive issue.

The research subject is involved as many as four people, namely the three key informants and informant support. Appropriate research ethics, interview begins with building rapport (cooperation) and ask the informant's willingness to be interviewed and asked their willingness to sign the sheet willingness (informed consent). Key informants in this study were willing to be interviewed in depth, and want to open and can be found back to crosscheck the data is Mrs. Tiyem. Meanwhile, supporters of the three informants are people who have been interviewed, but they are less in-depth interviews with because of time constraints. The third informant also can not be found back to mengkrosek data. The third informant was Mr. Rama, Mr. Ino, and Mr. Suta. Berdasarkan reason why researchers still involves three informants for interviews against them though a bit but could add gambaranan pesugihan phenomenon more fully.

In relation to the limited number of researchers in collecting data, the researchers recruited research assistants that aims to help the process of data collection in the field. This is due, extracting information was not fully carried out during daylight hours only, but it is more to do in the evenings associated with lelaku pesugihan commonly practiced in the evenings.

Mechanical examination of the validity of data using triangulation. According Moleong (2007) triangulation is a technique that utilizes data validity checking something else beyond the data for the purposes of checking or as a comparison against the data. Triangulation is used in this research is to check-recheck the findings of fact by comparing it with a variety of sources, methods, and theory. How to gain credibility is by empirical evidence pesugihan their practices in the tombs of kings of Mataram. Transferability done by collecting data or empirical facts that are similar or the same context, for example by pesugihan done elsewhere. For dependability, conducted by test-retes, or double-check the data found in research with research assistants, while objectivity or confirmability achieved through re-checking the data written to the informant researchers to avoid the element of subjectivity of researchers that may be mixed.

Technical analysis of the data in this study using psikoetnografi analysis, which specifically aims to analyze the themes of psychological and cultural meaning contained in pesugihan practice. This analysis technique refers to Spradley (1997) which described the ethnographic analysis techniques into four steps, ie, domain analysis, taxonomic analysis, component analysis, and the analysis of the theme.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, obtained by the phenomenon that lelaku pesugihan in the tombs of the kings of Mataram positively impact the psychological effects, such as inner peace, tranquility of the soul, a clear mind, chaste, as well as physical health. All the psychological effect is obtained through lelaku pesugihan informants, such as prayer, meditation, bathing in the spring, burned incense and present offerings, as well as fast, or too tirakat. General prayer said over the informants when meditation or when present offerings. Prayer indeed has the power, the power to soothe and power to heal. Several studies have shown that the frequency of prayer is more frequent, related to health, such as emotional health, more energy, healthier mentally, psychologically more prosperous, and lower depression (Ai et al., 2000). A study of older people and active in worship, especially in reading prayers, predicted to sustain life. Therefore, individuals who are more involved in religious activities such as praying, will live longer.

Prayer seen helping the immune system work better, and to work to heal. Immunity consists of a variety of cells, immunoglobulins, cytokines signal between cells conductor that everything works like an orchestra in the body's defense (Compton, 2005). Thus, the actual prayer said over the perpetrators pesugihan when nyenyuwan through meditation or while burning incense and present offerings to contain expectations and belief in the supernatural power of the One who gives a powerful psychological effect that triggers immunity hormones that are good for health.

In addition, one of the reasons why the informants find rest and feel the physical health is because most of them do self fasting and penance (keep verbal greeting from the bad, keep the heart from jealousy, envy, and prejudice, as well as keeping food and drinks of elements that are not healthy for the body). Fasting has a positive effect on the body, especially if
based on certain beliefs, so that its implementation does not become a burden. Fasting is done with a steady lead to positive coping style (the form of a positive response), resulting in tranquility. Tranquility can improve immunity. Immunity is the body's defense against infectious diseases. Healthy or optimal immune function efficiently, so that the body can avoid adverse impact due to the presence of a foreign substance. The immune system is exposed to the immunogen or pathogens (toxins) will respond to it so that the body immune to the pathogen (Bahr, 2005). Zainullah research results mentioned, the implementation of fasting which reached the phase of serenity is a coping mechanism (stress coping mechanisms) were positive. It can change the quality of stress to the adaptation phase, so that the fast be regarded as a pleasant stimulus (eustress). And, the center of reward (payback in the hypothalamus responded to a decrease in the release of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH). The release of the hormone CRH controlled will lead to the secretion (expenses) adrenocorticotropin hormone (ACTH) by the anterior pituitary also controlled, so that the release of cortisol as one of the hormones stress in the blood is also controlled (Bahr, 2005). Fasting is to attain peace potential as a stimulus that is pleasant to the body so that it can improve immunity. Coping mechanism that is positive and will effectively cause the body to adapt and expected levels of the stress hormone cortisol in the blood under control, so that could bolster the immune system. During fasting, there is a change of immunity in the physiological range and does not men-imbulukkan impact pathological. Also decreased stimulation of the nervous system, the sympathetic in the final stages of fasting (Bahr, 2005). This is what explains the health agencies felt by informants who underwent lelaku fasting and penance.

In addition to prayer and fasting, meditation also has an influence on psychophysiological. Procedures and processes of meditation similar to meditation. Both meditation and meditation have the character of an attempt to calm down and concentrate. Processes in meditation, as meditation, affects the cerebellum that contribute to physiologically. The part of the brain is usually used to think. Stimulation of the cerebellum triggers the production of hormones. That process then makes the emotions and the mind becomes difficult to reach. This phase is called the phase of tranquility, which affects the stability and health (Chen, 1999). So more or less description of the effect of perceived sense of calm meditation Bu Tiyem time. The serenity made him prosperous both psychologically and physiologically, which is vital to the psychological well-being.

Anthropologically, meditation or if the inner tapa is aimed towards the perfection of the soul. Through distansi stage (keep your distance), concentration, and a representation of individuals rid themselves from the crowds the world to focus on themselves, and finally get the perfection of the soul (psyche kawruh). According Jatman (2000), mental identification process is referred to as self-examination or self-consciousness that serves as the human way of introspection to calm down to get peace of mind. In the self-determination theory, a theory that studies the intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation that sparked Ryan and Deci (2000), there are three basic needs, namely:

1. competence, namely the need to master the experience by allowing individuals to deal effectively against the environment
2. relatedness, namely the need to support each other in interpersonal relationships
3. autonomy, the need to make their own decisions, which is important for the individual needs

The third requirement is met entirely by Mrs. Tiyem. Bu Tiyem competence (competence) to deal with the life of a cliff. Her husband's infidelity and lack of income forced Bu Tiyem to face the ordeal. Competence to face the rugged life, supported by the lack of independence (autonomy) has. After facing life stressors within the family, Mrs. Tiyem decide for themselves to feed their children and trying not dependent on her husband. The effort he moved to join the community of artists Ketoprak, and undergo lelaku pesugihan. Not only that, Mrs. Tiyem felt that her life would not be comfortable if he saves himself the problem of household.

Through pesugihan in various places, Bu Tiyem also establish social interaction with fellow actors pesugihan. How is what makes Mrs. Tiyem find life more comfortable because it can eliminate the negative feelings that raged in him so many decades ago. Satisfaction in social relationships is very important for parents (Compton, 2005). That is why, ma'am Tiyem now feel comfortable, peaceful, happy, and satisfied with the life-activity. The condition is in line with the results of research which reveals that the participation of individuals in a group correlated to the level of happiness and life satisfaction (Helliwell, 2003); and individuals who want to establish a happy usually more social and more productive (Diener, 2000).

Bu Tiyem diasakan happiness can be explained through research Helmuth (2003), which explains that although social networks are woven by individuals who are old began to change and tend to be less, but often their relationship deeper and more meaningful. Attention and awareness of important people such as parents, spouses, friends, colleagues, and members of certain groups can have a major impact on health. Thus, good social support can contribute well-being, especially in the elderly. This was in line with research Leviathan (1999) and Unger et al. (1999), which suggests that social support is a determining factor in the success of advanced age (successful ag-
ing). This finding was confirmed by the results of research Oishi, Diener, Suh, and Lucas (1999), that subjective well-being have been found in individuals who engage in interpersonal relationships and their contribution in a group.

Besides the things above, there are a few things or factors that influence the subjective well-being were found in the study of which is age, gender, as well as the principle of life in Javanese culture, the concept nrimo pandum (accept what is). The first factor is age. In this study, subjective well-being of the most high-owned by Mrs. Tiyem. Bu Tiyem 62 years old, older than the other informants. Some studies reveal that older people tend to be more satisfied with their lives and happier than the young people (Compton, 2005). Results were confirmed by Fuentes and Rojas (2001) as well as Kulshrestha and Sen (2006) who argued that subjective well-being of young people is higher than the middle-aged, and will rise again when older.

The second factor influencing the subjective well-being informants is sex. In this research, the fact that the subjective well-being Bu Tiyem higher compared with the three other informants who are all male. These findings confirm the results of research Horn (2007) who found that subjective well-being in women is higher than men. These findings may reinforce the results of research Horn (2007), but can not be used as a benchmark or measure because by chance, Mrs. Tiyem is the only one of the four female informant informant male sex.

The third factor is the concept nrimo pandum ing. Pandum nrimo ing concept is an expression of life satisfaction for the Javanese. In Javanese culture, Javanese taught to always accept the provisions of the Above, what is (nrimo ing pandum). If explored further, this teaching is actually taught by Panembahan Senopati, king of Mataram which educate that people willingly accept God's gift. At the time of Panembahan Senopati ruled Java, all the differences among people allowed there. Caste, material and social status at that time accepted the explanation that every individual given the gift by God. However, among individuals with one another have different sections. The Javanese call it panduming dumadi disparate (different depending on the will of the Almighty). This awareness is very important for self-control (Mulder, 2001) and also for the psychological well-being (well-being).

This is a phenomenon that researchers pesugihan found in the tombs of the kings of Mataram. Generally, the informant who underwent the pesugihan lelaku did not expect a lot of money or get rich quick as a result of lelakunya. They just want the smooth-ness of fortune in their businesses. However, that is not too high ekpektansi to money, it increases their satisfaction. This reinforces the results of studies in the West, that some lottery winners actually decreased well-being because of the chaos in his life as a result of sudden wealth (Compton, 2005).

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the research results, we can conclude the following matters:

1. Pesugihan understood as a "path" that must be taken by the informants to obtain inner peace and happiness in their lives. "Another Way" is the "mystical path" that make them aware of the existence of a force beyond human strength, which encourages them to get closer to the One who has supernatural powers beyond human strength. That is, the load pesugihan spirituality that encourage individuals to trust and believe in the mystical powers, so it can be asked for help.

2. Pesugihan include, prayer, meditation, penance, bathing in the spring, burned incense and present offerings, as well as fasting, effectively a positive impact for peace of mind and health body thereby affecting the subjective well-being of the perpetrators.
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